MOVIE PROGRAM NOVEMBER 2016

1/ Warcraft

Action, Adventure, Fantasy / 2016 / Dir. Duncan
Jones

From Universal Pictures and Legendary Pictures comes Warcraft, an epic fantasy film based on Blizzard Entertainment's
globally popular video game franchise. In the peaceful realm of Azeroth, humans brace for war as an invading army of orc
warriors threaten to destroy their kingdom. The orcs seek a new home to replace their dying world and prevent the extinction
of their race. Led by heroes on both sides, two opposing worlds collide in an epic conflict to determine the fate of all.
Starring: Travis Fimmel, Paula Patton, Ben Foster
Runtime: 123 min.

2/ The Duel

Western / 2016 / Dir. Kieran DarcySmith

In the 1880s, a Texas Ranger and his Mexican bride are sent to an isolated frontier town to investigate a series of
mysterious disappearances of local people. There he squares off against a charismatic preach er, who holds the townsfolk
in his fearful grip.
Starring: Liam Hemsworth, Benedict Samuel, Woody Harrelson
Runtime: 110 min.

3/ The Childhood of a Leader

Drama, Horror, Mystery / 2015 / Dir. Brad Corbet

A child’s angelic face conceals a budding sociopath in this chilling fable about the rise of 20th Century authoritarianism. Just
after World War I in France, the young son of a diplomat learns to manipulate adults to his own purpose.
Starring: Robert Pattinson, Stacy Martin, Liam Cunningham
Runtime: 115 min.

4/ The Trust

Thriller / 2016 / Dir. Alex Brewer

Two crooked cops discover a hidden vault that could make them rich, but the contents instead lead them down a deadly
road of corruption. With each shocking twist, and every deadly turn, the pair are left fighting for their lives, with no one left to
trust.
Starring: Nicolas Cage, Elijah Wood, Sky Ferreira
Runtime: 93 min.

5/ I Am Not A Serial Killer

Thriller / 2016 / Dir. Billy O'Brien

Fifteenyearold John Cleaver is dangerous  and he knows it. Inexplicably, John suffers from disturbing impulses, and
realizes he has something in common with serial killers. So he lives by rigid rules to keep himself "good" and "normal" for
his own sake and for the safety of those around him. But when a stranger comes to town with homicidal results, John has to
free his dark side to stop him.
Starring: Christopher Lloyd, Laura Fraser, Max Records
Runtime: 104 min.

6/ Equals

Drama, SciFi / 2015 / Dir. Drake Doremus

Nia and Silas work together in a futuristic society known as “The Collective.” A seemingly utopian world, “The Collective” has
ended crime and violence by genetically eliminating all human emotions. Despite this, Nia and Silas can’t help noticing a
growing attraction between them, leading them to a forbidden relationship — at first tentative, but then exploding into a
passionate romance. As suspicion begins to mount among their superiors, the couple will be forced to choose between
going back to the safety of the lives they have always known, or risk it all to try and pull off a daring escape.
Starring: Nicholas Hoult, Kristen Stewart, Vernetta Lopez
Runtime: 101 min.

7/ Little Men

Drama / 2016 / Dir. Ira Sachs

When 13yearold Jake’s grandfather dies, his family moves back into its old Brooklyn home. There, Jake befriends Tony,
whose single Chilean mother runs the shop downstairs, but a strain is put on their friendship when Jake’s parent’s want to
significantly raise the rent on Tony’s mother’s shop. The boys try to stay loyal to each other despite their parent’s financial
quarrels.
Starring: Greg Kinnear, Jennifer Ehle, Paulina García
Runtime: 85 min.

8/ Kill Command

Action, Horror, SciFi / 2016 / Dir. Steven Gomez

An elite army unit is helicoptered in to a remote, offthegrid island training facility, to test the capabilities of the latest
prototypes of military robots. They set up positions and make short work of the AI targets in the killing field. However,
overnight their sentry goes missing. The marines fight to survive on an island is overrun by an enemy intelligence, which
learns from their every move.
Starring: Vanessa Kirby, David Ajala, Mike Noble
Runtime: 99 min.

9/ Absolutely Fabulous: The Movie

Comedy / 2016 / Dir. Mandie Fletcher

Appropriate for their big screen debut, Edina Monsoon and Patsy Stone are still oozing glitz and glamour, living the high life
they are accustomed to; shopping, drinking and clubbing their way around London’s trendiest hotspots. But when they
accidentally push Kate Moss into the river Thames at an uber fashionable launch party, Eddy and Patsy become entangled
in a media storm surrounding the supermodel’s untimely demise and are relentlessly pursued by the paparazzi. Fleeing
penniless to the glamorous playground of the superrich, the French Riviera, they hatch a plan to make their escape
permanent and live the high life forever more!
Starring: Jennifer Saunders, Joanna Lumley, Jane Horrocks
Runtime: 91 min.

Film must be destroyed not later than november 2018

